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candidate for surgery and which technique is suitable 

for that particular patient.  

Patients and Methods 

 Two- thousands three- hundreds and six                  

patients aged 3-65 years of hypertrophied inferior 

conchae, had been diagnosed as a cases of mechanical 

nasal obstruction due to hypertrophied inferior                                                                              

conchae (HIC). The patients operated by two                          

techniques of inferior conchae surgery, which are            

sub-mucosal diathermy (SMD) and partial inferior 

turbinectomy (PIT). The outcomes were correlated to 

different factors to assess as much as possible the 

clear conclusion for this significant issue in rhinology.  

Results and Conclusion 

 The proper selection of patient for this                

pattern of surgery is considered as one of main          

aspects of this issue and one of significant steps              

toward the resolving of this dilemma it is very                     

necessary to select the most suitable candidate for this 

surgery. On the other hand, the type of the technique 

for this surgery is needed to be selected probably.  

Introduction  

 The inferior concha surgery is one of common 

surgeries in rhinology. Simply it is performed by the            

reduction of the size of inferior conchae to treat the                
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Abstract 

Back ground and Objectives 

 The inferior conchae have important role 

in the maintenance of nasal airflow via providing 

the nasal valve mechanism but increase of inferior 

turbinate bulk may result in significant nasal                    

obstruction. Therefore, this may need further                              

surgical intervention to deal with these bulky                   

conchae but it is very necessary to balance            

between the mechanical as well as the functional                 

patency of the nose. Thus, through this surgery it                  

become difficult to decide whether the patient is a                   
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mechanical nasal obstruction due to hypertrophied                

inferior conchae. The reduction of the size of the inferior 

conchae should not done randomly. This is important to 

preserve the eddy current flow of the air into the nose by 

maintaining the inferior conchae valve mechanism thus 

from this view, the clinical studies are frequently                      

conducted just mainly to achieve the aim how to maintain 

the balance between the mechanical and the functional 

obstruction (1-20).  

 Hence, the sufficient size of inferior conchae is 

important to maintain normal nasal breathing function. In 

the same time, the hypertrophied inferior conchae (HIC) 

that occupy more than one-third of nasal cavity may be 

presented with significant nasal obstruction related      

symptomology. Thus the main aim of the inferior conchae 

surgery is the balancing in between the over-resection and 

under-resection of inferior turbinate at optimum level that 

provide the preservation of sufficient breathing function 

through the nose in addition to  relieving the mechanical 

obstruction due to inferior conchae                                          

hypertrophy (1-20 and 33-35).   

 The etiologies of inferior conchae hypertrophy 

could be allergic rhinitis, vasomotor rhinitis, chronic               

hypertrophic rhinitis, rhinitis medica-mentosa and              

chronic infective rhinitis as fungal rhinitis. All these                

conditions can be treated and controlled probably by             

medical treatment before the decision of any surgical               

interventions.  The size and the contour of inferior              

conchae are needed for keeping of normal nasal               

ventilation function therefore the medical therapy for   

inferior conchae hypertrophy still is considered as the 

cornerstone of management before the surgery (1-35). 

 In accordance, the inferior conchae surgery can be 

done for relieving of mechanical nasal obstruction due to 

confirmed persistent inferior conchae hypertrophy, for 

achievement a sufficient surgical access, and as a part of 

wide resection procedures (1-35).  

  Throughout, the last century and the presenting 

century as one of progressing parts in the rhinology is the 

inferior conchae surgery. Indeed, there are many patterns 

of this surgery were conducted as submucosal diathermy, 

partial inferior turbinectomy, CO2 laser vaporization,             

Argon laser vaporization, turbinoplasty, and lateral nasal 

wall lateralization. Each of these modalities has                   

advantages and disadvantages, which need to be                        

correlated with each patient who had been, decided as a 

candidate for inferior conchae surgery.  

 Hence, sometimes, there will be certain                        

difficulties that may interfere with the proper selection of 

most suitable modality for each particular patient.                     

Subsequently, the achieved sequels of this surgery will not 

be as predicted therefore this type of surgery was                     

considered as one of difficult surgeries in rhinology (1-35). 

 Thus, this serial clinical trial was proposed as    

prospective analytic study to highlight as much as possible 

these difficulties. The main aims of this study were based 

on the answer of these questions:  

1. What are the criteria of the patient that can be                 

considered as most suitable patient for this surgery? 

2. Which pattern of this procedure will be decided as 

most proper technique for this particular patient? 

3. How much the size of inferior concha is required to be 

removed? 

4. and as a idea to maintain the proper size and contour 

of inferior turbinate, is it needed to do concomitant 

septoplasty with inferior conchae surgery or not?   

Patients and Methods 

 Two- thousands three- hundreds and six patients 

aged 3-65 years of persistent inferior conchae                   

hypertrophy associated with different etiologies namely 

allergic rhinitis, and vasomotor rhinitis, presented with 

mechanical nasal obstruction that not responding to       

sufficient medical treatment at ENT department – Althow-

ra central hospital and Altarahom private center – Elbyda 

city – Libya at period in between September 2005 to June 

2021. The patients operated by different two of inferior 

turbinate surgery, namely sub-mucosal diathermy (SMD) 

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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(n=1550) and partial inferior turbinectomy (PIT) (n=756). 

SMD group was divided in relation to conducted               

cauterization points into three sub-groups (two points      

sub-group, three points sub-group, and four points                   

sub-group). In addition, PIT group was classified              

according to the amount of resected tissue into three        

sub-groups too. Sub-group-A, that include those patients 

who underwent for the resection of one-third of HIC,         

sub-group-B, that include those patients who underwent 

for the resection of two-thirds of HIC, and sub-group-C, 

that include those patients who underwent for the          

subtotal resection of HIC). On the other hand, the part of 

patients who interfered with SMD and PIT were operated 

concomitantly with septoplasty (n= 638, n= 313                

consecutively), and compared to those who operated by 

solitary SMD and PIT (n= 912, n= 443 consecutively) to 

assess the effect of concomitant septoplasty on outcomes 

of inferior conchae surgery.  The outcomes of the surgery 

were correlated to different patients' demographic,          

environmental, habitual, socio-economic, pathological as 

well as technical factors. Postoperatively, all the patients 

were assessed throughout first week for any nasal        

bleeding and followed up for 3-36 months for common 

late complications of the surgery such as the persistence 

or recurrence of mechanical nasal obstruction, and           

post-operative atrophic rhinitis. The nasal obstruction 

was assessed by elucidation of any olfactory impairment 

in addition to application of cottle's test and atrophic      

rhinitis was diagnosed clinically by recognition of local 

atrophic changes.  

 Economically speaking, the expense of each       

technique was evaluated in relation to drugs consumption. 

This was including anesthesia drugs, systemic antibiotics, 

analgesic drugs, intravenous fluids, post-operative local 

irrigation solutions, and sometimes-anticoagulant drugs 

as tranxiemic acid. In addition, local nasal packs, expense 

related to patient's word admission, and by the end, the 

expense related to patient post-operative follow-up. An 

informed consent was taken from the patients involved in 

the research prior to their participation.   

 Data were expressed by using descriptive analysis 

as means + standard error of mean (s. e. m) and                 

percentages, test of significance was carried out, using Chi

-square test and two way analysis of variance. A              

probability less than 0.05 was considered as significant, 

the degree of significance was determined by using level 

of standard deviation test. Student -t- test was used for 

dependent sample, as well as contingency coefficient was 

calculated as measurement of association between          

nominal variables. 

Results 

 As shown in (Figure – I & II) the incidence of      

post-operative epistaxis and atrophic rhinitis was             

correlated to two significant factors which are the age of 

patient and the type of performed technique. It was found 

that the PIT increased significantly the risk of                     

post-operative bleeding and atrophic rhinitis up to (20%) 

and (35%) consecutively among elderly patients as         

compared to SMD (P < 0.05). On the other hand, as          

illustrated in (Figure – III) the incidence of post-operative 

recurrence of HIC was correlated to the patient related 

environmental and habitual factors. It was found that SMD 

is associated with higher percentage of recurrence (30%) 

as compared to PIT among heavy smoking patients as well 

as the patients with history of usual exposure to allergic 

rhinitis inducing allergens (P < 0.05). In accordance the 

(Table-I) elucidate the effect of patients' local health status 

on outcomes of the inferior concha surgery, it was found 

that the patients with allergic rhinitis and vasomotor       

rhinitis who operated by PIT showed a significant             

long-standing improvement may reach up to 93% as      

compared to those who interfered by SMD (P < 0.05). As 

demonstrated in (Table – II) the effect of patients' general 

health status in relation to the type of performed              

procedure. It was confirmed that the patients with           

uncontrolled systemic hypertension had a significant      

raising in the risk of post-operative epistaxis after PIT as 

compared to SMD and those patients with uncontrolled 

diabetes mellitus shown higher risk of recurrence of nasal 

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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Figure 1. The incidence of post-operative epistaxis (percentage) in relation to patients' age and 

type of procedure (P < 0.05).  

Figure 2. The incidence of post-operative atrophic rhinitis (percentage) in relation to patients' 

age and type of procedure (P < 0.05). 
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 Type of local pathology 

 Percentage (%) of persistence of nasal patency improvement for 36 

months in relation to type of procedure 

SMD  (N=1550) 

[ARn= 930 & VMRn =620] 

PIT  (N=756) 

[ARn= 453 & VMRn =303] 

  

Total  % 

  

  

 Allergic rhinitis (AR) 

(N= 1390) 
 57%  93%  68.8% 

 Vasomotor rhinitis 

(VMR) (N= 916) 
 49%  89% 

 62% 

  

Total  N= 2306 54%  92% 66.1% 

Table 1. The effect of patients' local health status on outcomes of PIT and SMD (P < 0.05). [ARn = number of 

cases with allergic rhinitis; VMRn = number of cases with vasomotor rhinitis] 

  

  

  

Type of general pathology 

Percentage (%) of post-operative epistaxis (E) and recurrence 

of nasal obstruction (RNO) at each procedure in relation to 

patients' general health status 

 SMD  (N=1550) 

[HTNn= 47 & DMn =81] 

 PIT  (N=756) 

[HTNn= 13& DMn =37] 

 E  RNO  E  RNO 

Systemic hypertension (N= 67)  27%  39%  91%  13% 

Diabetes mellitus 

(N= 122) 
 19%  87%  73%  17% 

Table 2. The effect of patients' general health status on outcomes of PIT and SMD (P < 0.05). [HTNn = 

number of cases with systemic hypertension; DMn = number of cases with diabetes mellitus]  
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obstruction after SMD as compared to PIT (P < 0.05). On 

the other hand, (Figure – IV) was elucidated the               

comparison between two techniques in relation to            

operative time consumption, it was found that the             

duration of PIT was significantly longer as compared to 

SMD (P < 0.05). Therefore from economic point of view, as 

illustrated at (Table-III) PIT can be classified significantly 

with higher expense as compared to SMD (P < 0.05). From 

other side, as can be seen from (Table – IV) the amount of 

direct or indirect reduction of inferior conchae size had a 

significant effect on outcomes of the performed procedure. 

As it is presented at the same table these results was       

correlated with number of cauterization points in SMD, 

and the resected size of inferior concha in PIT. On the      

other hand, as shown in (Table- V) there was significant 

improvement for outcomes of SMD and PIT if they are     

performed concomitantly with septoplasty procedure         

(P < 0.05).  

Discussion 

 The inferior concha surgery is commonly             

performed therefore it always needs to improve its out-

comes. Although during last two centuries there are many 

published clinical studies which tried to present new    

techniques that may had been proved with better             

outcomes of this surgery but still as concluded at other 

many clinical trials and observations that it may become 

very difficult to decide which technique is most suitable 

modality for the selected candidate. It was found that 

there are many factors, which may be determine               

difficulties regarding the selection of most proper manner 

of inferior conchae surgery (15-40). However most of the 

recent studies tried to resolve these difficult situations but 

from the surgical side it was noted that in spite of             

following of these studies recommendations, unpredicted 

post-operative outcomes still appearing. Thus this type of 

surgery can be classified as one of the dilemmas at            

rhinology.  

 Regarding the selection of the patient who should 

be considered as most suitable candidate for inferior       

turbinate surgery, generally speaking the inferior conchae 

surgery can be elective and non-elective i.e. when this    

pattern of surgery is decided to be performed for the      

management of persistent mechanical nasal obstruction at 

this case it will be classified as elective surgery (1-20). On 

the other hand, the inferior turbinatectomy can be            

conducted non-electively as a part of wide resection of 

sino-nasal neoplastic lesions (26-40). Our discussion is      

mainly highlight the elective category of this surgery.      

Basically there are five major criteria according to which 

the patient might be indicated for inferior concha surgery:  

 The patient has chronic nasal obstruction related 

presentations this can be as partial or complete inability 

to breathe through the nose, frequent or persistent 

opened mouth for mouth breathing, olfaction function 

impairment, sleep related breathing disorders, and          

recurrent sore throat, pharyngitis, as well as oral ulcers 

due to persistent mouth breathing. 

 The patient received sufficient medical therapy in 

form of local steroids, local nasal douching, systemic       

steroids, and systemic anti-histamines for enough time 

which is 3-6 months but the patient did not show any      

significant clinical improvement.  

 The patient proved locally that has significant 

(HIC) which occupies more than one-third of nasal cavity. 

 The HIC grossly appears as enlarged turbinate 

with thick, pale, grayish-white, and non-shiny covering 

mucosa. 

 The significant nasal obstruction due to HIC, must 

be elucidated objectively by positive rhino-metric            

evaluation, and\ or positive Cottle's sign, and\ or positive 

impairment of olfactory function. 

 Hence, the patient was selected as indicated          

candidate for inferior turbinate surgery; the next step will 

be the selection of most proper technique for that             

particular patient. there are two modalities of inferior    

turbinate surgical techniques namely; a) PIT which can be 

done by lateral resection of maximum up to one-third of 

HIC either by using curved scissors, or shaver, or               

radio-frequency ablation, or co-ablation (1-20 and 27-41). b) 
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Figure 3. The incidence of recurrence of HIC (%) in correlation with the patient related                  

environmental and habitual factors (P < 0.05). 

Figure 4. The comparison between PIT and SMD in relation to intraoperative time consumption 

in minutes (P < 0.05). 
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The items 

The expenses for different inferior turbine surgery 

techniques in Libyan dinars (mean± standard error 

of mean (s. e. m)) 

 SMD  PIT 

Drugs  108±4.7  324±5.3  

Nasal packing  46±11.5   100±0.2  

Patients word stay  378±3.9   897±0.7  

Post-operative patient follow-up  105±4.3   231±6.3  

 The total in Libyan dinars  637±5.7  1552±7.1 

The total in American  dollars  126±2.9  558±3.7 

Table 3. The comparison between the expenses of PIT and SMD (P < 0.05). 

Outcomes 

Percentage of outcomes with septoplasty 

N=924 

Percentage of outcomes without septoplasty 

N=1382 

One point SMD 

n= 554 

One-third PIT 

 n= 370 

Two  point SMD 

n=999 

Two-thirds PIT 

n=383 

 Atrophic changes 0 2% 31%  47% 

Persistent nasal              

obstruction 

  

0 

  

0 

  

12% 

  

  

9% 

  

Table 4. The comparison of outcomes of SMD and PIT with and without septoplasty (P < 0.05). 
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SMD, this technique is considered as old fashion for           

inferior turbinate surgery. It is performed by creation of 

electrical cauterization at multiple points (2-5 points) 

through sub-mucosal layer of HIC. This technique acts 

mainly by cauterization of sub-mucosal venous sinusoids 

among HIC with active sensitization inflammatory process 

due to allergic rhinitis, vasomotor rhinitis, or rhinitis 

medica-mentosa. Thus the sub-mucosal fibrosis will be 

induced subsequently as a reaction to venous sinusoids 

cauterization and this will result in the shrinkage of          

inferior turbinate bulk. However, the submucosal              

diathermy technique was proved very effective and simple 

technique but still it is of no benefits among those patients 

with HIC due to increase in bulk of concha bone rather 

than soft tissue (1-20).  

  We noted throughout our long-term experience, 

which extend for more than fifteen years that the              

following of the recommendations that usually came out 

from several old as well as recent studies regarding          

inferior conchae surgeries did not sufficiently give the    

suggested results as those studies concluded. For this       

reason, we tried through this proposed serial study to      

predict the factors that may had been thought to be          

significant factors affecting outcomes of this surgery. 

Moreover, these studied factors can be discussed as:            

a) Patient's age, the elderly patients showed higher           

incidence of post-operative epistaxis and the atrophic     

rhinitis as compared to the younger poeple. In the same 

manner, the incidence of post-operative epistaxis as well 

as atrophic rhinitis significantly increased by interfering 

with PIT as compared to SMD. This can be explained by                       

basic-physiological fact, that vascular related aging           

process among elderly patients constitutes the major       

predisposing factor for the impairment of local                    

homeostasis control after the surgery and the delay of 

proper healing process at the site of surgery. Also, the   

significant decrease in the number of venous sinusoids 

and mucosal glandular acini at sub-mucosal layer of the 

concha among elderly patient. (1-2, 27-45). Thus PIT might not 

be considered as most suitable selection for inferior         

conchae surgery among old ages. b) Patient related          

habitual and environmental factors, there was significant 

increased the incidence of post-operative recurrence of 

HIC by smoking and chronic exposure to certain allergens 

as pollens, animal epithelial, house dust mites, and         

chemical irritants as compared to the non-smokers and 

those patients who are not frequently exposed to             

environmental irritants. c) Patient's local health status, as 

can be elucidated from this serial study that the local nasal 

pathological status of the patient might affect significantly 

the decision regarding the selection of most proper        

technique of inferior concha surgery. i.e. those patients 

who presented as cases of allergic rhinitis and vasomotor 

rhinitis got significant long standing improvement            

regarding the patency of nose after PIT as compared to 

SMD. This might be due to the sufficient amount of tissue 

which resected by PIT. On the other hand, the basic idea 

behind the conduction of SMD is to reduce the number of 

venous sinusoids and to stimulate the diffuse fibrosis at 

the level of sub-mucosal layer of inferior turbinate. These 

effects had been proved to be not sufficient to fulfill the 

adequate maintenance of optimum size of inferior           

turbinate because still there is risk of re-proliferation of 

the venous sinusoids and recurrence of hypertrophy of 

inferior turbinate. Thus, the most suitable techniques for 

inferior turbinate surgery among patients with allergic 

rhinitis or vasomotor rhinitis is PIT (1-31). d) Patient's       

systemic health status, this presenting study                 

demonstrated that the risk of epistaxis is increased after 

PIT among hypertensive patients as well as diabetic         

patients; this can be explained by extensive local tissue 

injury due to PIT as compared to other less invasive        

techniques. in accordance, the SMD results in increased 

risk of recurrence of nasal obstruction among patients 

with diabetes mellitus as compared to PIT. This can be 

reasoned to that, the patients with diabetes mellitus are 

more prone for local atrophic changes and diffuse fibrosis 

as compared to non-diabetic patients. This is due to high 

incidence of local diabetic angiopathic changes. In              

addition, the higher incidence of vasomotor rhinitis among 
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diabetic patients as compared to non-diabetic patients, 

this will increase the risk of recurrence of mechanical       

nasal obstruction due to inferior turbinate hypertrophy. 

Accordingly, we can recommend that the PIT is not the 

suitable technique for hypertensive and diabetic patients; 

also, SMD is not the curable procedure for patient with 

diabetes mellitus (1-29).  

 In same manner, there is another important         

factor, which may play an important role in the rooting of 

these difficulties of this surgery namely the                         

socio-economic factor. As it was illustrated from this study 

and via the rough evaluation of different economic aspects 

for each performed technique, including the expense of 

used drugs, nasal packing, patient word stay, and               

post-operative patient follow-up it was found that PIT had 

higher prices as compared to SMD. The PIT is described as 

more invasive technique which consume longer operative 

duration thus the amount of utilized anesthesia drugs will 

be more. in addition to certain specific drugs which might 

be needed to be administrated as tranxiemic acid for        

purpose of epistaxis control which will be more among 

PIT (20-45). In accordance, patients after PIT need to be 

cared more as compared to other technique this will result 

in the prolongation of patient's post-operative stay at 

word. In addition, the patients after PIT needs repetitive 

follow-up sessions. This is because of high tendency for 

recurrent local dryness and crusts formation during first 4

-6 weeks post-operatively, which may predispose to        

infective rhinitis that leads to healing by scaring and 

synaechia formation. However the PIT is representing a 

very effective procedure for the surgical management of 

persistent mechanical nasal obstruction due to HIT but 

still it is considered as expensive procedures as compared 

to SMD (10-25 and 45). 

 From the other view, we tried at our serial to       

postulate whether the concomitant septoplasty has any 

role regarding improvement of outcomes of inferior          

concha surgery. Indeed, we found that the septoplasty 

even for mild deviated nasal septum as bothersome          

procedure with inferior concha surgery might improve 

significantly the outcomes of this surgery. This can be    

reasoned by reducing the points of cauterization among 

SMD cases and limitation of the tissue resection among 

PIT cases. Thus, the risk of post-operative functional nasal 

obstruction due to atrophic rhinitis is significantly             

decreased (35-45). 

 Finally, we can conclude to that really the inferior 

concha surgery is considered as one of difficult dilemmas 

at rhinology and because it is widely conducted surgery 

thus always, it needs frequent research to resolve all         

possible associated problems and issues (45). The                 

cornerstone of this dilemma is how to avoid the adverse 

outcomes of inferior concha surgery (45). As it can be noted 

from the results of this serial study, the results were          

confirming and approving the conclusion of our                   

previously conducted study on 2015 (45).  We tried through 

this serial study to extend our previous study just by         

increasing the number of cases and expand the period of 

follow up for the operated patients (45). 

 Although this study was not so well-controlled, 

but it is long-standing, and of adequate number of cases, 

but as previous study.  Therefore, as other suggested         

recommendation, the further clinical studies are advised 

to be committed to confirm these concepts which obtained 

from this presenting study and in the same time the new 

aims may be suggested to be illustrated to find proper       

answer for these big titled questions.  
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